Subscription and Back Issue Requests

Double Issues are denoted thus *
Issues we no longer have in stock are writ thus.

In the Pink v1n1
The "Old Country" Influence v2n1
Big Architecture v1n3
Small Architecture v1n4
Architecturalism v2n1
Urbanism v2n2
The East v2n3
The Fringe v2n4
Rational Architecture v3n1
Politics and Architecture v3n2
A Canadian Architecture v3n3/4 *
Mannered Architecture v4n1
Writing Architecture v4n2
Peter Collins-Selected Writings v4n3/4 *
Studies Abroad v5n1
Le Corbusier v5n2
Utopia/Utopie v5n3/4 *
The House v6n1
Architectural Education v6n2
Imagery and Symbolism v6n3/4 *
Authority of Architecture v7n1
Technology and the Architect v7n2
Parallax v7n3
Second Text(e) v7n4
East of v8n1
Architecture and Advertising v8n2
On the Road v8n3
On the Road Again v8n4
The Construction of Memory v9n1
The Transparent Issue v9n2
The White Issue v9n3/4 *
The Kraft Issue v10n1
The Pink Issue v10n2/3 *

Single Issue: $5.00
Double Issue: $10.00

Benefactors-Bienfaiteurs
Architecture Students' Association, McGill University
School of Architecture, McGill University
Phyllis Lambert, Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montreal

Sponsors-Parrains
Bruce Anderson, Montreal
Derek Crain, Ottawa
Derek Drummond, Montreal
Dan Hangamu Architectes, Montreal
Henriquez Architects, Vancouver
Cecilia K. Humphreys, Ottawa
Robert Leblond, Calgary
Seymour Levine, Montreal
Stephen Pope, Ottawa
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada
Jeanne M. Wolfe, Montreal
Peter Yeaton, Toronto

Patrons-Amis
Eduardo Aquino, Winnipeg
Maureen Anderson, Montreal
Annmarie Adams, Montreal
David R. Bourke, Montreal
Ricardo L. Castro, Montreal
Danny Chong, Ottawa
David Cowo, Montreal
Desnoyers Mercure & Assoc., Montreal
Marlene Drucker, Gig Harbor, WA
James Girvan, Halifax
Knut Eide Hasugoo, Winnipeg
Rhona Kenneally, Montreal
Hyman and Ida Koch
Chris Kruzynski, Venice, CA
Walter Markiewicz, Montreal
Daniel McGean, Sydney, NS
Daniel Pearl, Montreal
Dr. Colin and Sandra Rose, Montreal
Norbert Schoenauer, Montreal
Adrian Sheppard, Montreal
Peter Siipkes, Montreal
Blanche Lemco van Ginkel, Toronto
Zeidler Roberts Partnerships/Architects, Toronto

We are proud to announce that The Fifth Column was honored with an Ozzie Award for Magazine Design Excellence 1999-2000. T5C received the first prize for Best Redesign in the non-profit publication category. Our submission, The Pink Issue (vol.10 - n.2/3), was appraised by Ozzie judges as "very clean, very cool."